Dell Technologies security expertise combined with cutting-edge vulnerability scanning and prioritization technology

Over 50% of organizations have experienced a data breach caused by a third party, with 44% of these breaches occurring in the last 12 months.¹ Meanwhile, the number of published vulnerabilities continues to expand – almost 22,000 new vulnerabilities were published in 2021.² As the number of vulnerabilities continues to increase, it’s nearly impossible for most organizations to address them all or to determine which ones present the biggest and most immediate threats. IT organizations need a way to identify the vulnerabilities in their environments and prioritize which vulnerabilities to remediate first.

**Vulnerability Management**

With Dell Vulnerability Management, Dell experts use leading technology to scan your IT environment at periodic intervals, providing a full view of vulnerabilities across your endpoints, network infrastructure and cloud assets. A report outlines each vulnerability and assigns a priority ranking of low, medium, high or critical. Dell experts use machine learning to pinpoint vulnerabilities that are actively being exploited in the wild and are more likely to be targeted in the near future. This helps you prioritize patching efforts on your most high-risk vulnerabilities and critical assets.

The Dell team provides quarterly reviews, information on vulnerability trends and guidance on scheduling patching activities. Working with Dell, your organization will experience an exceptional improvement in overall security posture.

**Key Benefits**

- Keep your defenses current with recurring, monthly vulnerability scans and management
- Get a complete picture of your vulnerabilities across endpoints, network infrastructure and cloud
- Know which critical vulnerabilities to remediate before they are exploited
- Leverage knowledge and expertise of the Dell security team for vulnerability identification and prioritization
- Focus your patching efforts based on guidance from your personalized report, ranking your vulnerabilities from most to least critical
- Improve security posture with a quarterly remediation plan
Vulnerability Management

Key Features

- Scan customer environments for vulnerabilities – endpoint, network and infrastructure, cloud
- Minimum of monthly vulnerability scans, with additional scanning as determined by discussion between Dell team and customer
- Ad hoc scans directed by Dell, for example when an important new vulnerability is discovered
- Identify and create an asset inventory which is checked against databases of known vulnerabilities to look for weaknesses and needed updates
- Provide feedback to customer on prioritizing highest risk vulnerabilities to address and guidance for patching
- Quarterly reviews to brief the customer on vulnerability trends in their environment and in the industry
- Service delivered by experienced, certified Dell cybersecurity experts
- Scans performed using an advanced ML-based platform
- Available as a subscription with tiered pricing depending on size of environment

Be proactive and start scanning your environment today with Dell

With Dell Vulnerability Management, you can focus on your core business goals and leave vulnerability detection and prioritization to us. As the frequency and cost of breaches continue to rise, Vulnerability Management will prove invaluable in helping you continuously improve your organization’s security posture.

Contact your sales representative today.
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